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Capacity Building for the Common Good: PSU’s Interdisciplinary Minor in Civic Leadership

Masami Nishishiba, Portland State University
Kevin Kecskes, Portland State University

Abstract

Since the early 1990s, Portland State University has furthered its commitment to civic engagement education by adopting an integrated approach to its general education curriculum. As an outgrowth to this initiative, the minor in Civic Leadership was developed in 2004–05. This interdisciplinary minor was designed with the intent to further integrate and sustain institutional engagement with the Portland Metropolitan community and beyond. This article discusses the history, structure, and roles of academic and community partners associated with the Civic Leadership minor, and elaborates the philosophical foundation of the interdisciplinary curriculum that aims to build student capacity for the common good.

A critical role of higher education is to prepare students to live and work in interdependent and ever-changing global environments. Students in today’s complex world must develop a high level of civic literacy and critical thinking skills to lead in a power-shared world. They must be able to make intellectual and moral decisions and take action for the common good (Ehrlich, 2000; Morgan, Green, Shinn, & Robinson, 2008; Newell & Davis, 1988). Leadership of this type requires development of traditional management skills such as planning, coordinating, and directing; it also requires an additional set of skills that include collaborative decision making, deal brokering, and resources bridging. This boundary-spanning leadership requires actors to work among undefined structures with loosely coupled groups of participants, assist them in creating a sense of shared meaning, and support them in maintaining direction. The effectiveness of the leadership depends on circumstances or elements outside of one’s control and on the willing cooperation of others working in concert (Miller, 2008, 2009).

At Portland State University (PSU), a minor in Civic Leadership was developed covering broad disciplinary domain from liberal arts and social science to hard science; this requires an all-hands-on-deck strategy among faculty to ensure that students’ experiences include leadership challenges from multiple points of view and work with diverse groups of college and community partners informed by varied social and disciplinary perspectives. The purpose of this essay is

1 The authors thank Douglas Morgan, Sherril Gelmon, Barry Messer, and Amy Spring for sharing their insights about the Civic Leadership minor. We also thank Patrice Morris Hudson for reviewing the manuscript.
2 Masami Nishishiba is assistant professor of public administration and associate director for the Center for Public Service at the Hatfield School of Government, Portland State University. She coordinated the Civic Leadership minor from 2004 to 2010. Kevin Kecskes is associate vice provost for engagement and director for community-university partnerships at Portland State University. Kecskes was one of the original architects of the academic minor and teaches civic leadership in the Hatfield School of Government Division of Public Administration.
to outline the philosophical underpinnings and the strategies that shaped the development and implementation of the curriculum that aims to foster civic leadership among students and to document and capture lessons learned from PSU's experience.

The development and implementation of PSU’s minor in Civic Leadership are guided by the following seven principles: (a) curriculum for civic leadership development should adopt a broad definition of citizenship; (b) community-based learning (CBL)\(^3\) is a critical pedagogical strategy for civic leadership development; (c) curriculum for civic leadership development should be interdisciplinary; (d) CBL courses for civic leadership should be appropriately sequenced to match students’ developmental stages and help connect common civic outcomes embedded within the various majors that participate in the program; (e) a community-university partnership approach is essential for civic leadership development; (f) acknowledgment that curriculum development is a constantly evolving, ongoing process; and (g) integration of liberal arts and professional education is important for civic leadership development.

First, in developing the Civic Leadership minor we recognized the importance of defining good citizenship terms broadly. Good citizens not only participate in the formal political process, but are also involved in various voluntary organizations that contribute to the public good of the community. In their essay, Boyte and Farr (1997) described three main conceptions of citizenship identified in American history:

- rights-bearing members of a political system who choose their leaders, preferably men of distinctive virtue and talent, through elections,
- caring members of a moral community who share certain values and feel common responsibilities toward one another, and
- practical agents of a civic world who work together in public ways and spaces to engage the tasks and try to solve the problems that they collectively face. (p. 37)

Good citizenship behavior under the first conception of citizenship entails mainly voting, petitioning for grievances, and perhaps organizing with others to express their interest. The second conception of citizenship promotes communitarian behavior that serves one another, but especially those who are in need. Good citizens, understood within the context of the third conceptual frame, work collaboratively through deliberation and engage in problem solving to promote public good. In developing curriculum for civic leadership, one needs to embrace all three conceptions of citizenship.

The second principle of PSU’s civic leadership curriculum development is the identification of CBL pedagogical approaches as the key component. We aspire to incorporate CBL in all courses. As the literature on college student leadership education suggests, community-based experiential learning is one of the salient factors in students’ capacity development (Cress, Astin, Zimmerman-Oster, & Burkhardt, 2001; Dugan & Komives, 2010; Eich, 2008; Thompson, 2006). In the civic leadership development domain, skills associated with “the public arena where one engages in the affairs of the society, through public advocacy, debate, education, and fostering of dialogue and group reflection” (Azzam & Riggio, 2003, p. 55) are required. It is even more important that students work on actual community problems and issues so they can develop deeper understandings of broader real world contexts.

---

\(^3\) In the 1990s, Portland State University faculty chose to use the term “community-based learning (CBL)” instead of the then more commonly used term “service-learning”; thus, the authors will refer to PSU’s community engaged curricular strategy as CBL.
The third principle addresses the importance of interdisciplinary curriculum in civic leadership education. Civic leadership should not be viewed merely from the traditional perspectives of political science, business, or public administration. Rather, we posit that it is vital for students in all disciplines to have multiple active opportunities to consider the public purposes of their discipline, ideally through developmental CBL experiences embedded within the major. Real-world issues are interdisciplinary. They do not follow artificial boundaries established within traditional academic disciplines. For students to develop skills to address real-world social issues, they will need education that integrates insights from multiple disciplines. Interdisciplinary programs with problem-centered CBL experiences prepare students to make judgments on complex issues and take actions to solve complex social problems (Newell & Davis, 1988).

The fourth principle states that, to develop civic leadership, curriculum needs to be appropriately sequenced so it will span across well-established college student developmental stages. Attention also should be paid to how the civic leadership courses fit within majors of the associated academic program. In the college curriculum development literature, relatively little attention has been given to the importance of course sequencing and the students’ developmental readiness with community-based experiences (Flanagan, 2004). There are, however, studies that suggested community-based experiences have different impact for different age groups of students, which indicates the importance of deliberately sequencing the curriculum to match students’ developmental stages (Eccles et al., 2002; Melchior & Abt Associates, 1998).

The fifth principle places a community-university partnership approach as a critical component of the civic leadership curriculum. Good citizenship can best be cultivated by developing strong partnerships with community organizations that provide students with meaningful CBL/civic involvement experiences to help them practice and learn specific community leadership skills that are otherwise unavailable in the classroom alone. Further, there is recognition of the attendant epistemological challenges and opportunities that arise when it is acknowledged that there are important and multiple sources of wisdom and knowledge associated with key pieces of the intellectual and practical/skill building aspects of the minor (Azzam & Riggio, 2003; Newell & Davis, 1988). This community-university partnership approach poses a new challenge to the faculty involved in the transmission of the courses. Contrary to traditional academic training, where intellectual content and most of the delivery of the content of the course is delivered by the faculty member in controlled, classroom-based environments, the pedagogy of partnerships can often require faculty members to relinquish some level of control over the learning process. Most effective partnership approaches to teaching and learning view all stakeholders (including students and community partners) as co-teachers and co-learners along a dynamic learning continuum (Eich, 2008). Although this approach runs counter to a more traditional view of the academic as the “expert” in the civic leadership curriculum, we adopted community-university partnership as the core element of the curriculum.

Principle six represents our understanding that academic curriculum development is an ever-evolving, ongoing process rather than a one-time exercise. Curriculum development is a continuous process (e.g., Wiles, 2009; Wolf & Christensen Hughes, 2007). Dynamic curricula require a systematic review and continual evaluation of the process and outcomes; modifications need to be regularly tested and implemented in order to improve the overall outcomes of the academic program.

The seventh principle recognizes the importance of having a collaborative approach between liberal arts general education and professional education for the purposes of civic leadership development. There are two types of conflicting concerns expressed about undergraduate education. One is a concern about the practical relevance of traditional liberal arts education, suggesting it does not prepare students for the challenges they face as professionals in an increasingly complex world. Another concern is that the public demand for education with practical relevance will minimize the liberal arts education to vocational training (Peach, 2010; Sullivan & Rosin, 2008). We posit
that good citizenship is most likely to be cultivated when students see a connection between their liberal arts education and their development as professionals. We agree with Sullivan and Rosin (2008) that curricula offered in collaboration between liberal arts and professional school faculty can address the need for students’ skills development relevant to their professional demand, and at the same time provide students with foundational theoretical and philosophical knowledge that allow them to understand the importance of public good. This principle undergirds the decision to intentionally incorporate courses both from liberal arts and the professional schools in the academic program.

The seven principles outlined above are both philosophical and pragmatic, based largely on our experiences inside and outside of the university. Philosophically, we argue that every student, in every major, has the potential to develop into an effective civic leader should she or he have inclination to do so. Further, it is incumbent on the faculty to thoughtfully and creatively integrate civic-minded experiences into multiple courses within the discipline as a way to reflect upon and transmit the public purposes of their discipline in addition to the time-honored content of the domain. Pragmatically, personal experience has taught us that effectively addressing complex community issues will require creative, multidisciplinary, integrated approaches. Therefore, providing students (our future civic leaders) with opportunities to learn in enriched, real-time environments within the context of interdisciplinary teams, where they must learn to appreciate and assimilate multiple points of view, makes the most sense in terms of providing students with useful experiences and skill-building opportunities.

Three specific strategies were adopted in developing a Civic Leadership minor curriculum that fosters students’ capacity to become effective civic leaders. In the development of the civic leadership curriculum we (a) created an integrated academic pathway focusing on good citizenship, (b) expanded broadly a civic responsibility approach via CBL throughout multiple colleges within the university, and (c) furthered institutionalizing the university’s social responsibility mission by creating a formal academic program.

The first strategy we adopted was to focus on providing students with courses from multiple disciplines, sequenced as a pathway toward developing future leaders with civic commitment. Review of existing curriculum at PSU prior to the creation of the Civic Leadership minor suggested that there was no integrated academic pathway for students to study the role and function of their sense of social responsibility. Therefore, we created the academic program to fill a void in the university’s curriculum. The second strategic step we took was to identify existing CBL courses that were already offered as part of the major offerings and are suitable for civic leadership development and integrated them into the minor curriculum. Inclusion of these CBL courses into an interdisciplinary academic program elevated the status of these courses and helped faculty members incorporate their interest in civic leadership into their courses. We also expanded some CBL offerings by encouraging faculty members who teach courses in the Civic Leadership minor to include CBL components. We employed this strategy to both expand and deepen CBL opportunities for students, not only for the students in the minor but also for students directly tied to the academic work in the majors. The overarching goal is to continue to transform departmental thinking toward a deeper embrace of applied and community-connected curricular and research activities (Kecskes, 2006, 2011). The third strategy we adopted was to “formalize” the curriculum as a “minor.” Instead of offering the civic leadership curriculum as a suggested “track” within general education, for example, we intentionally made the curriculum an academic program housed in an academic department. Once established, academic programs are hard to discontinue; thus we chose this strategy as the best approach to institutionalize the curriculum for civic leadership development.

In the next section we will (a) outline the history and development of PSU’s minor in Civic Leadership, (b) discuss its structure and operation, (c) share challenges and insights, and (d) consider future directions for the program and for these efforts nationally.
PSU’s Minor in Civic Leadership: History and Development

This minor builds on the university’s service mission that has been institutionalized in both the University Studies (general education) program and the broader efforts to build partnerships with local community organizations and political entities within the region. This minor deepens and further integrates the university’s commitment to sustained institutional engagement with the Portland Metropolitan community and beyond. The specific stated objectives include:

- Provide students with a curricular opportunity to pursue a secondary interest in community and public service while completing their major requirements.
- Address the growing national concern about the decline in civic engagement and political participation on the part of the current generation of college graduates.
- Expand and deepen University partnerships with community organizations and political entities within the larger Metropolitan region.

In 1994, PSU inaugurated a new general education model called “University Studies.” This model consists of Freshman Inquiry (15 credits), Sophomore Inquiry (12 credits), Junior Cluster (12 credits), and Senior Capstone (6 credits). Freshman Inquiry is a year-long sequence of interdisciplinary courses that introduces students to PSU’s general education curriculum. Sophomore Inquiry courses are gateway classes for content to be further explored in the Junior Cluster. Each of the Sophomore Inquiry courses is aligned to a particular cluster. Upon completion of three Sophomore Inquiry classes, students select a cluster for their junior year. Junior Cluster options comprise courses from a variety of disciplines based on a theme. There are more than a dozen clusters offered. Senior Capstone is a culmination course for the University Studies curriculum. Each capstone course is structured around a specific (set of) community issue(s); students from a variety of majors work as an interdisciplinary team to addresses the community-identified concern. Capstone courses provide opportunities for students to actively learn about communication, teamwork, diversity, and social responsibility through this mandatory six-credit CBL course. In academic year 2010–11, there were over 3,600 students engaged in approximately 260 capstone courses (PSU, University Studies, 2011). Although culminating experiences connected to the curriculum are now relatively commonplace in American higher education, very few institutions offer interdisciplinary, theme-based capstone experiences (Kecskes & Kerrigan, 2009). Despite, or perhaps because of, PSU’s integrated and community-connected general education curriculum, students regularly search for more academic work that is community-based. The motivation to meet students’ desires for more community engagement, along with the other principles and strategic considerations mentioned earlier, led to the development of the Civic Leadership minor.

An important antecedent to the Civic Leadership minor is a series of Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE) efforts to develop courses at PSU that intentionally foster civic mindedness and leadership among students. The Civic Capacity Initiative: Integrating Liberal Arts and Professional/Career Education Program was awarded a 3-year grant in 2000. The primary purpose of the FIPSE grant was to restructure the existing “Leadership for Change” Sophomore Inquiry and Junior Cluster and to develop courses that were designed specifically to increase the capacity and interest among students to become more active in civic and public life (Williams, Shinn, Nishishiba, & Morgan, 2002).

Under the FIPSE grant project, 13 new courses were developed with the intention to achieve the following three goals: (a) better integrate liberal arts with professional and career education through curriculum design and faculty and community collaborations, (b) inculcate a heightened sense of civic responsibility among undergraduate and graduate students by strengthening PSU’s...
institutional ethos of civic engagement, and (c) deepen and broaden the university’s relationship with partners in the larger external community.

This effort resulted in the design or redesign of 19 courses that are permanently part of the university curriculum. It built lasting collegial relationships between and within departments and schools across campus and strategic community partners. The FIPSE project trained a cadre of Ph.D. students who today carry forward their own civic engagement agendas. Finally, the effort heightened the awareness within the university of the important role curricular development plays in the education of students for citizenship. The course development work undertaken by FIPSE played an influential role in the creation of the Civic Leadership minor in two significant ways: (a) Many courses developed under the FIPSE grant were included in the minor, providing a curricular focus for students who have a broad interest in civic leadership and community engagement, and (b) the interdepartmental, cross-school work in collaboration with students and community partners inspired us to believe that working across departments and schools was worth the opportunity costs and could actually work.

Structure and Operation of the Civic Leadership Minor

The Civic Leadership minor consists of 34 required credit hours drawn from 26 course options that are embedded in nine different departments and located across three colleges at PSU (see PSU College of Urban & Public Affairs, Hatfield School of Government, 2011). The minor is intended to create a curricular focus for students who have a broad general interest in civic leadership and community engagement. The minor features several specific programmatic elements including:

- Introductory, foundations course with rigorous civic leadership and community engagement components, which are tied to a final integrative seminar;
- Long-term, focused engagement via community partnership;
- Final integrative/reflective seminar, which culminates in a professional portfolio presentation;
- Intentionally connected community-based practicum requirements;
- Recognition and integration of multidisciplinary approaches to civic engagement and leadership development;
- Balanced attention given to both theoretical understanding and practical civic skill building;
- Broad, nonhierarchical presentation of “leadership,” including the recognition and integration of emerging political challenges to re-engage citizens in public life and democratic governance.

Course Sequence

Conceptually, the minor was designed with the idea that courses would be taken sequentially. However, as we will later discuss in the “challenges” section, we have learned that PSU students often follow curricular pathways that deviate from the design. Ideally, students would first take an introductory course (PA311: Introduction to Civic Leadership) in the early part of their academic career and the final integrative, reflective seminar (PA 415: Civic Leadership Integrative Seminar) as the last course for their minor. The introductory course provides students with theoretical foundations of civic leadership in a rigorous CBL setting that experientially introduces students directly to community issues and leadership responses. The final integrative seminar aims to
integrate students’ civic leadership learning; the seminar features the development and presentation of a professional portfolio of students’ civic lives: past, present, and future.

Between the introductory course and the final integrative seminar, students take 5 electives from a list of 26 courses. These courses are intentionally selected from multiple departments in different colleges to reflect multidisciplinary perspectives on civic leadership. These elective courses emphasize both theoretical and practical civic skills and leadership development. Many of the courses developed as part of the FIPSE grant initiative are included as elective courses.

Academic Home

The Civic Leadership minor is housed in the Division of Public Administration in the Mark O. Hatfield School of Government. The decision to house the minor in the Division of Public Administration, which is a graduate professional school, reflects our principle regarding the importance of making connections between professional schools and liberal arts curriculum for the purpose of promoting “good citizenship” education.

The curriculum development, however, was a joint effort between faculty from the Center for Academic Excellence (CAE) and the Division of Public Administration. Faculty in PSU’s CAE, specifically the division of Community-University Partnerships, which houses university-wide information on CBL courses and has extensive connections with multiple community partners, took the lead in compiling the list of multidisciplinary courses with community-based components.

Long-Term Community Partnership

Building from insights borne from PSU’s 14-year, national award-winning “Community Watershed Stewardship Partnership” efforts (PSU Center for Academic Excellence, 2011b), faculty involved with building the minor’s introductory course (PA 311, Introduction to Civic Leadership) chose to implement a long-term partnership development strategy. The essence of this effort is based on institution-to-institution partnership with multiple and diverse iterations at the grounded community level. The community partner in this case is the City of Portland (Messer & Kecskes, 2008, 2010). The importance of establishing a long-term partnership is also supported by the work at the University of Minnesota with the Jane Addams Community School (Wallace, 2000).

Faculty who developed the introductory course chose to work specifically with the Office of Neighborhood Involvement (ONI) within the City of Portland, Oregon. Portland has a unique and robust set of neighborhoods that have a semiautonomous governance structure and are supported by ONI housed in City Hall (De Morris & Leistner, 2009). There were several key advantages to working with ONI: (a) Although projects necessarily change from term to term and over the years, the primary institution-to-institution partnership between the faculty in the department and the city office endures; (b) as a central coordinating and funding office, ONI is regularly in touch with 30+ neighborhood-based projects at any given time; ONI staff have a solid sense of the trajectory of the various community projects and the principal community actors as well, and its position in relation to the neighborhood project puts it in a strategic position to suggest specific projects for classes to work with from term to term; (c) ONI needs the support, and carefully chosen community-based neighborhood associations make fantastic partners for university students; (d) when problems occur, ONI is there to assist course faculty and neighborhood actors to quickly mitigate most issues; (e) neighborhood associations have much autonomy in development and implementation of their projects; often, they share that autonomy with the students and are generally quite welcoming of student input and action; and finally (f) many aspects of the neighbor-level projects that are otherwise not likely to be accomplished can be realized with the assistance of the students in the course.
Challenges and Insights

Coordination

The implementation of the Civic Leadership minor has experienced challenges. The strengths and the unique features of the curriculum also posed some challenges in the execution. One of the challenges stemmed from the interdisciplinary nature of the curriculum. Unlike a curriculum with all the courses offered from within one academic department, this minor consists of courses from nine departments. Thus, consistent information sharing and regular coordination among these departments are needed to update the course offerings. Even ascertaining what courses are offered for the minor in a given term requires a great deal of work. The faculty coordinator must contact each department every term to determine which of the courses listed under the minor will be offered. Further, departments sometimes make changes in the course content and, accordingly, course names or course numbers change. The minor faculty coordinator needs to be informed of these changes and reflect the changes in the minor curriculum. Obtaining and updating course information from nine departments on an on-going basis is energy intensive and time consuming.

Undergraduate Curriculum in a Professional School

The minor is housed in the Division of Public Administration and Policy, a graduate-only professional school. Offering an undergraduate minor curriculum in a graduate program caused significant challenges in student recruitment. Due simply to the fact that the Division of Public Administration and Policy does not have an undergraduate major, the majority of undergraduate students are not very familiar, if at all, with the division. Consequently, student enrollment was very low in the early phases of implementation of the minor. Further, due to low enrollments a number of courses associated with the minor were cancelled or not scheduled. With the smaller number of courses offered the overall sense of presence of the minor in the minds of undergraduates turned out to be weak; enrollment in key courses entered into a negative spiral. It took some efforts on the part of key faculty members involved in the minor to reach out to the student body and actively recruit students. These key faculty members met with student advisors from student affairs and various departments, explained the minor, and asked the student advisor to introduce the minor to their students. Also, some key faculty members attended the university-wide Undergraduate Fair to advertise the minor to the students. After two years of effort, course enrollment began to increase toward more sustainable levels.

Departmental Buy-In

Another challenge of offering an undergraduate minor curriculum in a graduate-only professional school is in developing the sense of ownership and endorsement of the curriculum among the faculty members. At the time the minor was brought to the Division of Public Administration, full-time faculty members already had full course loads teaching graduate courses. Consequently, undergraduate courses in the division were all being taught by either an adjunct professor or doctoral students. This arrangement resulted in most of the regular faculty not being actively involved in the implementation and further development of the minor. Initially, the only regular faculty members who were actively involved in the minor were the faculty advisor (who advised students and provided administrative support) and the division chair, who oversees the overall course offerings for the division. Other than these two faculty, most of the faculty members maybe had only heard about the minor and did not have a sufficient sense of ownership in the curriculum.
Advising Challenge: Course Sequence

As noted above, the minor incorporated an intentional “developmental” (or “sequential”) design in its curriculum structure. The idea was to expose the students to the basic theories and concepts for civic leadership in the introductory course (PA 311: Introduction to Civic Leadership). Then students would take courses offered through different departments for their electives, take the community-based practicum courses, engage in their significant community-based learning project, and then take the final reflective seminar (PA 415 Civic Leadership Integrative Seminar). In practice, it has been very difficult to guide students to take the courses in the intended sequence. In most cases, students found out about the minor after they had taken some elective courses for their University Studies (general education) cluster requirements. They saw the merit of taking a few extra courses outside their major in order to obtain a minor in Civic Leadership. As a consequence, many students enrolled in the introductory course (PA 311) after they had completed some elective courses. In one instance, a student was frustrated to learn that she would be unable to take the introductory (PA311) course and the final seminar (PA 415) simultaneously.

In order to remedy the situation, the faculty coordinator for the minor tried her best to reach out to students as early as possible for advising. However, the interdisciplinary nature of the curriculum, and also the fact that the minor is housed in a department where there are no undergraduate majors, made advising difficult. The minor faculty coordinator solicited help from student advising staff from the various departments, and as a result, over time, the situation has improved significantly since the initial years of implementation.

Resource Challenge

As is the case with many state universities, PSU is also facing financial challenges. Consequently, departments are forced to make decisions on course offerings based on student enrollment. Courses with low student enrollment are either cancelled or the number of offerings are reduced. Some Civic Leadership minor courses suffered from low student enrollment and became targets for cancellation or reduction. Even the required courses for the minor (PA311 and PA415) were offered on a limited basis due to the low enrollment, which made it harder for the minor to expand the student base.

The Leadership Challenge

Although there is general commitment to the Civic Leadership minor among departmental chairs and select faculty of the nine academic units, two overarching issues present a significant leadership challenge: (a) Creating, communicating, and maintaining a shared vision for this academic program are a sizable challenge; in part, this is simply due to the fact that it is nearly impossible to get everyone, or even most of the key people, in the same room at the same time, and also, there are few institutional incentives for departments to collaborate; (b) Courses change, instructors change, and courses get cancelled. As discussed earlier, simply keeping up to date with these changes is difficult; the need for informing new instructors about how their course fits into the minor requires additional time. These leadership challenges are associated with the resource challenge mentioned earlier.

Insights and Future Directions

Despite the significant challenges outlined above, we remain committed to the idea that students from every major can and should have access to expressions of civic leadership from the
perspective of their chosen discipline. Further, it is incumbent on the faculty to thoughtfully and creatively integrate civic-minded experiences into multiple courses within the discipline as a way to reflect upon and transmit the public purposes of their discipline in addition to the time-honored content of the domain. As instructors in the minor, we have learned that focusing students with quite diverse academic backgrounds on a common, compelling community issue can lead to accelerated cognitive and affective growth. We have seen creative responses to entrenched problems emerge; we have read numerous formal student testimonials about the positive power of these coordinated CBL experiences and the effects they have had on student thinking and outlook for their future. Several students who graduated with the minor have obtained employment in the public and/or nonprofit sector; often, they contact us or other PSU faculty in hopes of becoming formal community partners connected to engaged courses or research endeavors.

Unfortunately, we have not yet had the time to systematically assess the minor curriculum’s impact on students’ civic leadership skills. Of particular interest would be to examine how the student learning outcome was affected by the minor’s seven principles, i.e., (a broad definition of citizenship, (b) CBL, (c) interdisciplinary curriculum, (d) course sequencing, (e) community-university partnership, (f) ongoing curriculum improvement, and (g) integration of liberal arts and professional education.

The prevalence of CBL courses at PSU continues to grow. In academic year 2010–11, more than 12,500 students (out of a total student population of 29,000) participated formally in one or more CBL courses. PSU’s Senior Capstone Program (University Studies, 2011) places over 3,500 students in 260+ formal CBL courses every year. It is safe to assume that the continued efforts to improve and deepen teaching and learning and community-university partnerships within the context of that program continues to exert an impressive impact on the overall PSU mission to “let knowledge serve the city” (Kecskes & Kerrigan, 2009). Further, since the early 1990s PSU’s institution-wide faculty development center, CAE (PSU Center for Academic Excellence, 2011a), has provided leadership and formal training for faculty interested in integrating CBL, community-based research, or other forms of community-engaged strategies into their professional portfolios (Kecskes, Collier, & Balschm, 2006; Kecskes, Kerrigan, & Patton, 2006; Kecskes, Spring, & Lieberman, 2004). In this regard, we view the development, implementation, and institutionalization of the minor in Civic Leadership as complementary to these longer-term and broader institutional efforts to address its civic mission. Indeed, PSU’s institutional mission for community engagement provides a large-scale vehicle in which the minor in Civic Leadership was able to emerge and easily find an intellectual home.

In retrospect, there are a few key design pieces we would maintain and some we would change should the opportunity arise to develop another academic program of this kind. In the future, we would make the following five changes. First, we would place the program in a discipline that has an established undergraduate curricular pathway. Second, we would maintain the interdisciplinary nature of the program but work with fewer departments. We note that working across colleges has not posed significant challenges, only working across departments has for the reasons outlined earlier. Third, we would consider hiring a graduate assistant or secure some other resource to support the faculty advisor. Fourth, we would work more closely with the chairs of the department to ensure that they, and specific faculty whom they choose, have earlier and repeated opportunities to help create a shared vision and implementation strategy for the program. Fifth, we would work with key student advising staff more rigorously and: (a) invite them to assist in the design of the program as appropriate, (b) determine student recruitment solutions from the outset, (c) implement the recruitment strategies, and (d) establish regular feedback loops from the diversity of discipline-based advisors back to the home department faculty advisor who is ultimately responsible for administration of the academic program.
Critical Civic Leadership minor component parts that we would maintain in the future would include: (a) maintaining the interdisciplinary nature of the program; (b) deepening the institution-to-institution community partnership; (c) encouraging students through formal assignments, discussion, and especially through CBL activities to bring their diverse disciplinary perspectives to bear via teamwork in classroom and community settings; (d) introducing a rigorous, class-wide CBL experience in the introductory course so students in the minor share that common experience; and finally (e) maintaining the highly personalized and reflective nature of the final reflective seminar while requiring students to formally present their professional civic leadership learning e-portfolios to peers, faculty, and community partners.

Although our efforts to build this academic program have been challenged throughout the process, we believe that our overarching goal of helping prepare students to live and work in interdependent and ever-changing global environments is being met. Indeed, it is a life-long learning process that enables one to effectively lead in a power-shared world. Yet, structuring the academic program as we have done—to be interdisciplinary and community-based from the outset—provides undergraduate students consistent opportunities to experience and practice both traditional management skills as well as collaborative decision-making leadership strategies. These boundary-spanning efforts are emergent, requiring students to work among undefined structures with loosely coupled groups of participants, assist them in creating a sense of shared meaning, and support them in maintaining direction. We have argued that civic (or public) leadership in this regard is the domain of all, thus requiring an all-hands-on-deck strategy among diverse faculty from multiple disciplines to ensure that students’ experiences include leadership challenges from multiple points of view and the students are informed by varied social and disciplinary perspectives. This wide yet integrated approach to curricular development, although at times confusing and messy, helps insure that our students’ educative experiences most closely mirror the reality of actual community members with whom they will work upon graduation.
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